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Abstract

We analyze mutual fund benchmark changes using hand-collect SEC prospectuses.

Under existing rules, funds can change their self-designated benchmark indices and

compare their historical returns to those of the new benchmarks, that is, funds can

potentially “backdate” their relative performance. We find that funds take advantage

of this loophole in order to retroactively embellish their performance along several

dimensions. Funds with low past performance and flows and less sophisticated clientele

are more likely to engage in this behavior. Benchmark changing is associated with other

deceptive behavior like portfolio pumping.
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1 Introduction

Trust is critical for maintaining well-functioning capital markets and facilitating economic

development (Fukuyama, 1995; Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales, 2004, 2006, 2008). One crit-

ical element of trust is the provision of accurate information. Guiso et al. (2008) note that

the decision to invest is “an act of faith (trust) that the data in our possession are reliable

and that the overall system is fair.” Today, a large percentage of households place their trust

in mutual funds to invest their capital.1 To maintain trust in these institutions, the Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission (SEC) requires funds to publicly disclose certain information

such as their portfolio holdings and fund expenses.

Mutual funds must also disclose an “appropriate” broad-based stock market index to

which they benchmark their performance. The rationale behind this requirement is to help

investors evaluate “how much value the management of the fund added by showing whether

the fund outperformed or underperformed the market.” Specifically, funds are required to

compare their past 1-, 5-, and 10-year performance to that of a benchmark index they choose.

It is perhaps surprising that funds are also allowed to change their benchmarks with little

scrutiny or justification as the ability to do so provides funds with the option to “backdate”

their performance relative to an index with a lower past return.2

In this paper, we show that mutual funds take advantage of this loophole to mislead

investors. Our main finding is straightforward: funds add (drop) indices with lower (higher)

past returns which, in turn, improves the appearance of their past relative performance. In

short, our findings suggest that the information some funds present to investors about their

relative performance does not appear to be reliable.

There are multiple reasons for mutual fund managers to backdate their relative perfor-

mance. First, fund managers have flow-based incentives to artificially improve their perfor-

1According to the 2016 Federal Reserve Survey of Consumer Finances, only 13% of surveyed house-
holds directly invested in the stock market while 52% of households had stock market exposure
though an intermediary. The report can be found at https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/

2017-September-changes-in-us-family-finances-from-2013-to-2016.htm.
2We discuss the rules governing mutual funds’ benchmark choices and changes in Section 2.1 below.
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mance. Prior research has shown that investors allocate capital based on readily available

performance information.3 Second, although recent literature suggests that a subset of equity

fund managers strategically choose benchmark indices that will subsequently underperform

(Sensoy, 2009; Cremers, Fulkerson, and Riley, 2020), the evidence that managers can accu-

rately time the market or factor returns is mixed.4 Relatedly, because the size and value

factors have not provided higher investment returns in recent years, choosing benchmarks

that will subsequently underperform has become more difficult. Combined, these empirical

facts provide the motivation for us to investigate whether managers strategically backdate

their performance to benchmarks with lower past returns.

To investigate benchmark changes, we download and parse mutual funds’ prospectuses

and summary prospectuses (e.g., forms 485BPOS and 497K) from the SEC EDGAR website.

Prior studies on mutual fund benchmarks rely on data from Morningstar Direct. A major

limitation of the Morningstar data is that it does not contain time series information on funds’

self-reported prospectus benchmarks, which makes detecting benchmark changes difficult.

Morningstar only provides a fund’s current primary, and sometimes secondary, prospectus

benchmarks. In contrast, the raw data from funds’ disclosures allows us to determine the

benchmark indices each fund chooses each year and thus detect any changes.

Our data reveals that benchmark changes are common. Specifically, 1,060 out of 2,872

funds made a change to their prospectus benchmarks at least once over the 13-year sample

period (2006-2018). Second, funds often report multiple benchmarks; 39.44% of all fund-year

observations contain more than one benchmark.

To test whether funds change benchmarks for their own benefit, we first compare the

returns of the indices funds add to those of the indices they retain. Funds add indices with

2.21% lower 5-year returns than those they currently report. This result is not driven by a

3See, for instance, Evans and Sun (2021) and Ben-David, Li, Rossi, and Song (2021).
4For evidence supportive of managers having market timing ability see, among others, Lee and Rahman

(1990), Bollen and Busse (2001), and Jiang, Yao, and Yu (2007). For evidence against this hypothesis,
see, among others, Treynor and Mazuy (1966), Henriksson (1984), Daniel, Grinblatt, Titman, and Wermers
(1997), Mamaysky, Spiegel, and Zhang (2008), Elton, Gruber, and Blake (2012), and Frijns, Gilbert, and
Zwinkels (2016).
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few outliers; funds add an index with lower returns than their existing index(es) in 55% of

cases. The probability that this pattern occurs randomly is 0.004. Next, we compare the

returns of the indices funds drop to those of the index(es) they retain. We find a similar

pattern as in the index additions. Funds delete indices with 1.53% higher returns than those

they retain and delete higher return indices 54.2% of the time. Similar patterns emerge when

we compare the returns of indices funds add to various control groups of indices they choose

to not add.5 These and the other headline results of the paper are summarized in Figure 1.

The main takeaway from our analysis is that, regardless of the decision or the control group,

funds appear to strategically change their benchmarks to improve the appearance of their

relative performance.

Figure 1. Effect of Index Changes on Reported Benchmark Returns

This figure summarizes the baseline findings of this study. Each bar presents the average difference in
benchmark returns associated with the index changes carried out by funds relative to several counterfactuals.
a1 is the difference between added and existing indices. a2 is the difference between retained and dropped
indices. b1 is the difference between added and average indices. b2 is the difference between added and best-
matching indices. b3 is the difference between added and same-style indices. c1 is the difference between the
style of added indices and the average style. c2 is the difference between the style of added indices and the
best-matching style. t-statistics are presented in parentheses. More details are provided in Section 4.
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Our final set of tests examine the types of mutual funds that engage in this strategic

behavior and their motivation for doing so. Funds with lower past performance and lower

past flows are more likely to change their benchmarks consistent with our hypothesis that

funds change their benchmarks to improve the appearance of their relative performance to

5We will detail the specifics of each of these situations and our empirical methodology in Section 2 below.
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attract more capital.

Moreover, we find that funds that change their benchmarks are also more likely to inflate

their end of period returns and have less sophisticated clienteles. Specifically, funds that

change their benchmarks also i) engage in more portfolio pumping (e.g., Carhart, Kaniel,

Musto, and Reed (2002), Patel and Sarkissian (2021)) and are ii) more likely to be broker-

sold.

Lastly, consistent with studies by Sensoy (2009) and Cremers et al. (2020), we find

that funds are rewarded for backdating their past performance. Funds that change their

benchmarks receive positive abnormal flows in the next five years.

In sum, our results have implications for regulators, investors, and academics. For reg-

ulators, our results suggest that funds are misleading investors by taking advantage of the

provision that allows them to freely change their stated benchmark indices. Moreover, our

results suggest that recent changes to the format funds use to disclose information, which are

intended to make certain information more salient for retail investors, may have unintended

consequences.6 Our results also suggest that investors should be wary of trusting the per-

formance information mutual funds publish in their prospectuses and related sales material.

For academics, our results document another agency problem that arises with evaluating

performance relative to a benchmark.

Our paper relates to several literature streams. First, our paper contributes to the litera-

ture on incentives and benchmarks in the delegated portfolio management industry. Theory

prescribes that a manager’s compensation should depend on his performance relative to an

index so as to 1) mitigate moral hazard problems and 2) filter out factors beyond the man-

ager’s control.7 It is usually assumed that the benchmark to which a manager’s performance,

and thus his compensation, is evaluated is set ex-ante. However, in practice, managers’ com-

pensation depends not just on their investment performance but also on the level of assets

6See the press release announcing the format change at: https://www.sec.gov/news/

press-release/2020-172 and the proposed format at: https://www.sec.gov/files/final_2020_

im_annual-shareholder%20report.pdf
7See, for instance, Stoughton (1993), Li and Tiwari (2009), and Evans, Gomez, Ma, and Tang (2020).
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they manage. Because fund flows are influenced by relative performance (Chevalier and

Ellison, 1997; Sensoy, 2009), managers have incentives to make their benchmark-adjusted

performance look stronger by altering their benchmarks ex-post. In this regard, our study

documents a loophole managers exploit to game potentially optimal compensation contracts.

Second, our paper complements the literature on the strategic actions mutual funds

take as a response to flow-based incentives. Most relevant are studies finding that funds

provide misleading information as a response to regulatory attempts to increase transparency.

For instance, Lakonishok, Shleifer, Thaler, and Vishny (1991), Musto (1999), Meier and

Schaumberg (2004), and Agarwal, Gay, and Ling (2014) find evidence that fund managers

window dress their portfolios around disclosure dates to mislead investors. Other studies find

that mutual funds change their fund names (Cooper, Gulen, and Rau, 2005) and pump their

portfolios (Carhart et al., 2002; Patel and Sarkissian, 2021) to attract capital. Our study

documents another strategic response to a disclosure requirement: mutual funds change their

benchmarks ex-post to improve the appearance of their benchmark-adjusted performance.

Third, our study contributes to the literature on the misclassification of mutual funds

based on their self-designated benchmarks. Papers that document misclassification include

Sensoy (2009), Elton, Gruber, and Blake (2014), Chen, Cohen, and Gurun (2021), and Cre-

mers et al. (2020).8 These studies often state that benchmark changes are rare or inconse-

quential. A key contribution of our study is that we document fund managers often change

their benchmarks after periods of poor performance and do so in a systematic, strategic

manner.

Lastly, our findings are reminiscent of the literature studying the executive option back-

dating scandal in the early 2000s (e.g., see Lie, 2005; Heron and Lie, 2007; Fried, 2008). Our

paper documents a legal way that mutual funds retroactively improve their performance

8Other studies documenting misclassification include Brown and Goetzmann (1997) and DiBartolomeo
and Witkowski (1997). Several studies document that fund styles drift over time (e.g., Wermers, 2012; Cao,
Iliev, and Velthuis, 2017). Other research examines the relation between style deviation and investment
performance. This literature includes Brown, Harlow, and Zhang (2009), Chan, Chen, and Lakonishok
(2002), Swinkels and Tjong-A-Tjoe (2007), and Budiono and Martens (2009).
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relative to a stated benchmark index. To the extent that this behavior can undermine trust

in the financial system and lead to suboptimal investment decisions, our study should be of

interest to securities market regulators.

2 Institutional Details and Empirical Strategy

In this section, we discuss the SEC rules about funds’ benchmark choices and detail the

empirical strategy we employ to examine these changes.

2.1 SEC Rules for Benchmark Index Choices

SEC Rule 33-6988 governs the disclosure of funds’ performance information. Item 5A is

most relevant to our study as it covers how funds must compare their past returns to those of

a benchmark index. In its discussion of the rule, the SEC notes that the “index comparison

requirement is designed to show how much value the management of the fund added by

showing whether the fund ‘out-performed’ or ‘under-performed’ the market.” As such, Item

5A(b) item requires funds to provide visual representation of this value added. Funds must

provide both a line graph displaying the account values a fund investor would have in the

most recently completed ten fiscal years if she invested in the fund and the benchmark index

and a table containing the average annual total returns for the past one, five, and ten year

periods for the fund and its chosen benchmark index.

Instruction 7 of Item 5A provides the only details on how funds should select an “appro-

priate broad-based securities market index.” The only parameters governing this choice are

that the index 1) should not be administered by an affiliate of the fund, 2) must be adjusted

to reflect the reinvestment of dividends but not the fund’s expenses, and 3) must cover the

entire past ten year period. Instruction 8 of Item 5A is titled “Use of Additional Indexes.”

This instruction urges funds to compare their performance to “other, more narrowly-based

indexes which reflect the market sectors in which they invest” or to compare their perfor-
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mance to non-securities indices as long as the comparisons are not misleading.

Finally, Instruction 12 of Item 5A dictates the rules for benchmark changes. If a fund se-

lects a different index from the one being used in the preceding fiscal year, it must explain the

reason(s) for the change and report the performance comparisons for both the newly-selected

index as well as the ones used in the preceding year. As alluded to in the introduction, funds

do not have to compare their performance to the previously-selected benchmarks in the years

after they make the change. Moreover, there appear to be no guidelines or rules regarding

the reasons funds choose a new index or even what defines an “appropriate” index. In-

deed, funds often choose benchmarks that do not reflect their investment styles and justify

them with boilerplate language. In short, SEC Rule 33-6988 provides funds with significant

latitude in how they choose and change their benchmark indexes.

2.2 Empirical Strategy

Funds have several options when they decide to change their benchmarks. A fund can

choose to add a new benchmark index, drop an existing index, or replace a benchmark. A

challenge when evaluating the rationale for making these changes is determining the ap-

propriate counterfactual to which to compare them. Our empirical strategy is to examine

funds’ benchmark changes relative to multiple “control groups”, each proxying for a rea-

sonable counterfactual. In this spirit, our baseline analysis includes eight quasi-independent

tests (see Figure 1 for a summary), each of which has a different economic interpretation.

This empirical strategy allows us to decrease the sensitivity of the results with respect to

the choice of a specific control group while simultaneously minimizing the chance that the

overall results would arise by chance.

The first control group we utilize is a fund’s other benchmarks. Specifically, we compare

the returns of the benchmarks funds add to the returns of the funds’ current benchmark(s).

We also compare the returns of the benchmarks funds drop to those of the benchmarks funds

retain.
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Our second set of control groups is constructed from indices funds do not choose when

making a benchmark change. First, we compare the returns of the index(es) funds add to

those of all indexes the fund did not add. Second, we evaluate the returns of the index(es)

funds add relative to the returns of the index that best matches the fund’s investment

strategy. Lastly, we compare the returns of the benchmark index a fund chooses to the

returns of the other, non-chosen indices within a given investment style.9 For instance,

suppose a fund chooses to add a small value stock index and chooses the Russell 2000 Value

Index. In this case, we compare the return of the Russell 2000 Value Index to that of the

S&P 600 Value Index, among others.

Our third and final set of control groups is formed at the investment style-level. Specif-

ically, we identify the style of the index the fund chooses and average the returns of the

indices within that style. We then compare those style-level averages to all other non-chosen

index averages as well as the single index style that best reflects a given fund’s investment

strategy.

3 Data and Summary Statistics

3.1 Data Sources

Our data comes from multiple sources. First, we obtain data on mutual funds from

the Center for Research on Security Prices (CRSP) Mutual Fund database. We begin by

identifying the sample of U.S. domestic equity mutual funds from 2005—2018. Consistent

with most academic studies, we only include diversified U.S. equity funds, i.e., we exclude

balanced funds and sector funds). We exclude index funds using the funds’ names as well as

the CRSP index fund indicator. We aggregate the share classes’ assets under management

(AUM) within a fund using the CRSP CL GRP variable and calculate fund-level returns by

9We follow Sensoy (2009) and classify the benchmark indices in our samples using the ubiquitous 3 x 3
size/value style box.
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value-weighting each share class’ AUM. The CRSP data also contains information on the

funds’ expense ratios, turnover ratios, and other characteristics.

Second, we locate each fund in the SEC EDGAR database using a combination of ticker

and name searches. Starting in 2006, the SEC began requiring fund companies to include

fund- (Series ID) and share class-level (Class ID) identifiers in their SEC filings to make

it easier to locate individual funds’ filings within a given fund family’s documents.10 We

download each fund’s prospectus (485) and summary prospectus (497K) filings and use

text processing code to identify the table that contains the fund’s returns and those of their

benchmarks. As described in Section 2.1, each fund is required to include in these documents

a table of its average annual total returns for the one-, five- and ten-year periods as well

as the corresponding returns of their self-selected benchmark indices. The content of these

tables allows us to create a panel of fund-year-benchmark index observations and identify

time series variation within a given fund. To ensure the accuracy of our data, we manually

check any instance in which we detect a change in a fund’s benchmark or a fund reports more

than three benchmarks. Our main sample contains 2,872 unique funds and 27,300 annual

observations.

Lastly, we obtain monthly return data for the Standard and Poor’s and Russell indices

from Compustat and monthly return data for the Morningstar peer groups from Morningstar

Direct. The Lipper Peer Group Indices are computed by taking an equally weighted average

of the returns of the 30 largest mutual funds based on fund total net assets in a given

category. We compute these returns using the Lipper classification and monthly fund data

from the CRSP Mutual Fund Data.

10Thus, our sample period is limited to 2006–2018 due to data availability. The SEC has made these
identifiers relatively easy to search and match by providing tables with Series ID, Class ID, and ticker
information. The tables are available here: https://www.sec.gov/open/datasets-investment_company.
html.
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3.2 Summary Statistics

Summary statistics will be included in the next version of the draft. In short, we find

that 1,060 out of 2,872 funds made a change to their prospectus benchmarks at least once

over a 13-year period.

4 Main Empirical Results

4.1 Within Fund Control Group

We first compare the returns of the indices funds add to those of the indices they report

as of the end of the previous year, which we refer to as the existing indices. Specifically,

we subtract the 1-, 5-, and 10-year past returns of the existing indices from those of the

indices funds add. For the cases in which funds have multiple existing indices, we take the

average of the indices’ returns. If funds add indices to aid the appearance of their relative

performance, we expect the average difference between the added and existing index returns

to be negative. To mitigate concerns that our results are driven by a few outliers, we also

report the median difference as well as the number of fund-years in which this difference is

negative and compute the probability of this number occurring randomly under a binomial

distribution.

We present the results of this exercise in Table 1, Panel A. Several findings merit mention.

First, funds add indices with lower returns than their existing indices. Specifically, the

newly added indices have, on average, 0.74%, 2.21%, and 6.12% lower 1-, 5-, and 10-year

returns. These differences are all statistically significant at the 1% level. Second, the median

differences are also all negative and economically meaningful. Finally, the percentage of cases

in which funds choose a benchmark with lower returns than the ones they currently report

ranges between 54% and 56%. For instance, in the case of 5-year returns, funds add a lower

performing benchmark in 394 out of 717 cases. The probability of this pattern occurring
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randomly is just 0.004.

Table 1. Within-fund choice: Added and Dropped Benchmarks

This table contains the results comparing the returns of the benchmark indices funds add and drop
to the returns of the indices funds retain. Panel A compares the newly-added indices’ returns to
those of the pre-existing indices. Panel B compares the returns of the indices funds retain to the
returns of the indices funds drop. The table contains the mean of each difference and its associated
t-statistic below in parentheses. We also present the percentage of the differences that are less than
zero and the associated p-value in parentheses below. **p < .05; ***p < .01.

Panel A: Add minus Existing

Index provider returns Prospectus returns

1 year 5 year 10 year 1 year 5 year

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Mean -0.74∗∗∗ -2.21∗∗∗ -6.12∗∗∗ -0.75∗∗∗ -2.53∗∗∗

t-statistic (-4.03) (-4.63) (-4.27) (-4.06) (-5.14)

Median -0.42 -1.39 -2.52 -0.42 -1.88

% < 0 56.2∗∗∗ 55.0∗∗∗ 53.6∗∗ 56.2∗∗∗ 55.9∗∗∗

p-value (0.000) (0.004) (0.032) (0.000) (0.001)

N obs 740 717 700 739 739

Panel B: Retain minus Drop

Index provider returns Prospectus returns

1 year 5 year 10 year 1 year 5 year

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Mean 0.09 -1.53∗∗∗ -7.08∗∗∗ 0.13 -1.51∗∗∗

t-statistic (0.54) (-2.97) (-5.08) (0.75) (-2.89)

Median 0.01 -0.84 -3.26 0.02 -0.90

% < 0 49.7 54.2∗∗∗ 56.1∗∗∗ 49.6 54.4∗∗∗

p-value (0.543) (0.000) (0.000) (0.585) (0.006)

N obs 780 762 738 779 779

We next analyze the differences in the returns of the indices funds drop relative to those of

the indices they retain. If funds change their benchmark indices to improve the appearance

of their relative performance, we expect them to drop (retain) indices with higher (lower)

past returns. This analysis is analogous to that of the add minus existing decision reported

in Panel A; that is, we subtract the returns of indices funds drop from those of the indices
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funds retain. The results are presented in Panel B of Table 1. On average, funds drop

indices whose 5-year and 10-year past returns are 1.53% and 7.08% higher than the ones

they retain. These differences are significant at the 1% level. Moreover, funds drop indices

with 5-year and 10-year higher returns relative to the ones they retain in 54—56% of cases.

The probabilities that these patters emerge randomly are 0.006 or lower. The past 1-year

returns of indices dropped and retained do not appear to differ. This result is not surprising

due to how benchmarks prospectus changes work. Specifically, the SEC requires funds that

decide to add one or more new benchmarks in a given year to wait one additional year before

their can drop the old one(s). This implies that, in the majority of cases, funds have to make

the “drop” decision one year before they are allowed to do so.

The results presented in the first three columns of each panel are based on index returns

we calculated starting from monthly index returns obtained from Compustat. Unlike prior

literature (e.g., Sensoy, 2009, which relied on benchmark data provided by Morningstar),

we obtained data directly from fund regulatory filings. We can therefore repeat the analysis

using the self-reported index returns as they actually appeared in each funds’ prospectus.

As shown in Columns (4) and (5) of both panels of the table, repeating the tests using

actual prospectus returns yields results that are nearly identical.11 This robustness test is

meaningful not only because it provides further empirical validation for our main results, but

also because it confirms that most investors who examined fund prospectuses (and related

marketing and sales material that makes use of prospectus data) were indeed exposed to

“backdated” performance information.12

Combined, the results presented in Table 1 provide strong evidence that funds change

their benchmarks to make their relative performance look stronger. We also note that the

tests above are quite restrictive; they only compare the added or dropped index returns to

11We cannot replicate the results using 10-year prospectus returns because many fund-year observations
in our sample refer to funds that have existed for less than ten years and therefore do not report 10-year
returns in their prospectus. See the data section for more details.

12Thus, although it is possible that a few funds present benchmark index returns based on the indices
they had in place at the time, the bulk of funds appear to simply “backdate” their performance using the
new benchmark’s returns.
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those of the indices funds had or retain. In the next two subsections, we compare the returns

of the added indices to other control groups and find even stronger evidence consistent with

the notion that funds cherry-pick their benchmarks to backdate their relative performance.

4.2 Index Selection

As mentioned in Section 2.2, another way to evaluate funds’ choices is to compare the

returns of the indices they select to the returns of the indices they do not select. We first

compare the returns of the indices funds choose to those of all other indices. To do so, we

take the average of the returns of the indices a fund adds and compare it to the average of

the returns of all other indices. The first three columns of Table 2 contain the results. In

order to compute realistic “control group” returns, in this and in all the subsequent tests in

this section, index returns are weighted by the frequency with which each index is used by

the fund in the sample in each year.

The results continue to paint a similar picture to those in Table 1. Funds add indices

with 0.49%, 1.81%, and 3.15% lower 1-, 5-, and 10-year returns than the indices they do

not add. Each of these differences is statistically significant the 5% level or more. These

differences are not driven by a few outliers; 57—59% of the differences are negative. Our

results continue to show that funds systematically and strategically change their benchmarks

to ones with lower past returns.

A more appropriate comparison may be to examine how the chosen benchmark’s past

returns compare to those of the benchmark that best reflects the fund’s investment strategy.

To conduct this analysis, we first calculate two variables that quantify the appropriateness

of a given index for each fund. First, we regress the fund’s monthly returns on those of

each index; the index with the highest R2 is deemed to be the most reflective. Second, we

also calculate the fund’s tracking error with respect to each index; the index with the lowest

tracking error is deemed to be the most reflective. If an index simultaneously maximizes R2

and minimizes tracking error, we deem it to be the fund’s best match.
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Table 2. Index Selection

This table contains the results comparing the returns of the benchmark indices funds add to various
control groups of indices they did not choose to add. Columns 1 - 3 compare the returns of the
added indices to the average of all non-added indices. Columns 4 - 6 compare the returns of the
added indices to the returns of the non-added index that best matches the fund’s investment style.
Columns 7 - 9 compare the returns of the added indices to the other, non-added indices in the
same investment style. To better represent random counterfactuals, index returns in the control
groups are frequency-weighted. The table contains the mean of each difference and its associated
t-statistic below in parentheses. We also present the percentage of the differences that are less than
zero and the associated p-value in parentheses below. *p < .10; **p < .05; ***p < .01.

Control: Average index Best-match index Within-style indexes

1 year 5 year 10 year 1 year 5 year 10 year 1 year 5 year 10 year

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Mean -0.49∗∗∗ -1.81∗∗∗ -3.15∗∗ -1.33∗∗∗ -6.03∗∗∗ -11.15∗∗∗ -0.14∗ -0.96∗∗∗ -2.83∗∗∗

t-statistic (-2.60) (-3.31) (-2.23) (-6.81) (-9.58) (-6.59) (-1.75) (-4.49) (-4.79)

Median -0.78 -1.73 -6.07 -0.68 -4.37 -7.71 -0.09 -0.33 -1.34

% < 0 58.7∗∗∗ 57.0∗∗∗ 57.2∗∗∗ 59.2∗∗∗ 67.2∗∗∗ 63.6∗∗∗ 54.6∗∗∗ 56.6∗∗∗ 57.8∗∗∗

p-value (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

N obs 766 747 731 625 595 557 753 714 680

We present the results in columns 4 - 6 of Table 2. To begin, we note that, in 625 of 766

instances in which a fund adds an index, the fund does not add the index that is its best

match. More importantly, the differences in the returns for the index the fund actually adds

and the one that would be most appropriate are strikingly large. Funds add indices with

1.33%, 6.03%, and 11.15% lower returns than the index that best reflects their investment

strategy. Moreover, 59—67% of these differences are negative. Both the magnitude of these

differences and the percentage of negative observations are statistically significant at the 1%

level. The results in this section continue to suggest that funds’ benchmark change decisions

are made based on the benchmarks’ past returns.

Our final series of tests in this section examines funds’ “within-style” choices when adding

a new benchmark. We first note a few empirical facts about the choices funds have when

choosing a given index within a single 3 x 3 investment strategy. First, most of the strategies

within a given 3 x 3 box only have two to four indices from which funds can choose. Second,

the average correlation of the monthly returns in a given style is 97% and the average within-
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style standard deviation of 5- and 10-year returns is only 1.54% and 3.73%, respectively. We

cite these statistics to emphasize to the reader that the within-style choice is the one in

which funds are least able to backdate their returns.

The results of the within-style tests are presented in columns 7 - 9 of Table 2. We continue

to find evidence that funds change their benchmarks opportunistically. Funds add indices

with 0.14%, 0.96%, and 2.83% lower returns in the past 1-, 5-, and 10-year periods than

the average of the non-added indices in the same style. As with our previous analysis, these

averages are not driven by just a few observations. We find that, within a given style, funds

choose indices with lower past returns than the non-chosen indices in 55—58% of the cases.

The probability that these patterns occur randomly is well below 1% regardless of the return

horizon examined. In short, even when we examine the decision in which funds are least

able to artificially improve their relative performance, we still find strong evidence that they

do so.

4.2.1 Index Selection: Timing and Discontinuity Tests

Our results so far suggest that funds change their prospectus benchmarks to retroactively

improve the appearance of their relative past performance. The incentive to do so is clear:

the literature has documented that investors chase past performance and rely on readily

available performance information to do so.

However, it is also possible that funds choose new benchmarks they believe they can

subsequently outperform. Indeed, studies by Sensoy (2009) and Chen et al. (2021) suggest

that funds strategically choose benchmarks that they anticipate outperforming based on

the benchmark’s risk characteristics. For instance, Chen et al. (2021) find that bond funds

report holding higher percentages of investment grade securities than they actually do. This

reporting allows them to be classified as a high quality credit fund and thus outperform the

appropriate benchmark, in expectation, by holding riskier bonds. We explore this possibility

below. To examine this possibility, we conduct an event study around the times funds disclose
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benchmark changes. We compare the difference in the added benchmarks’ performance to

that of the best-matching index that we identified and discussed in Section 4.2 for each

year around these disclosures. Specifically, we examine whether the return differences we

document in Panel A of Table 1 exist outside the performance period funds are required to

report in their prospectuses. Consider a fund filing its prospectus for year t-1, an action that

takes place at some point during year t. The fund is required to compare its performance to

that of the benchmark for the periods of (t-10, t-1), (t-5, t-1), and t-1. If funds primarily

choose their new benchmarks based on the benchmarks’ realized returns in those periods,

we expect the return differences to be significantly smaller for the periods before and after

these windows, say in (t-15, t-11) and (t, t+4).

Figure 2. Return of Added Indices Inside and Outside the Prospectus Time
Range

This figure shows the trend of the differences in the returns of the indices funds add versus those of the best
matching, non-added indices. Funds disclose benchmark changes at time 0. The returns from time -10 to -1
are shaded in blue as they determine the benchmark returns funds are required to report to investors. The
darkest blue shaded area comprises the funds’ past 1-year return. The next darkest area determines funds’
past 5-year returns and the lightest blue area determines funds’ past 10-year returns. The areas in white
represent years that do not show up in the funds’ prospectuses.
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Figure 2 provides a visual representation of the pattern we observe. The shaded area

represents the time period over which funds compare their performance to that of their

newly chosen benchmarks. The figure clearly shows that the benchmarks funds add have
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lower returns during the comparison period but not in the periods surrounding it. The return

difference is especially stark in the most recent 1-year and 5-year periods.

Table 3. Added Indices Returns and Prospectus Cut-offs

This table accompanies Figure 2 and contains the results comparing the differences between the
indices funds add to the best matching non-added index in individual years. Year t is the year
in which the prospectus referring to year t-1 is filed. For each year between t-15 and t+4, we
first calculate the difference in the return of the index a fund adds and the best matching index
it did not add. We then calculate the differences of these differences for different subsets of years.
The table contains the per annum mean of each of these differences and the associated t-statistic
below in parentheses. Columns 1 and 2 compare the years inside the prospectus range to the 5
year periods before and after, respectively. Columns 3 through 5 contain various within prospectus
range comparisons at salient cut-offs. **p < .05; ***p < .01.

Inside vs outside prospectus range Discontinuities at salient prospectus cut-offs

Period one (t− 1, t− 10) (t− 1, t− 10) (t− 1) (t− 1) (t− 1, t− 5)

Period two (t− 11, t− 15) (t, t + 4) (t) (t− 2, t− 5) (t− 6, t− 10)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Mean diff p.a. -0.69∗∗∗ -0.34∗∗∗ -0.99∗∗∗ -0.44∗∗ -0.67∗∗∗

t-statistic (-3.81) (-2.97) (-3.28) (-2.06) (-3.88)

N obs 624 544 624 622 585

Table 3 formalizes what is shown in Figure 2. As in the figure, we present the returns

of the added indices minus the returns of the best-match indices. First, in Columns 1 and

2, we compare the average annual index returns in the 10-year prospectus period to the

5-year periods immediately before and after. We find that the returns of the indices that

funds add are significantly lower in the prospectus period than they are outside of it. Funds

add indices with 0.69% and 0.34% lower per annum returns in the 10-year reporting period

relative to the 5-year periods immediately before and after, respectively. These differences

are statistically significant at the 1% level.

Second, we test for ‘discontinuities’ at salient prospectus cut-off points. As discussed,

funds must present a comparison of their past 1-, 5- and 10-year returns with those of the

chosen benchmarks. If funds are indeed adding indices in order to backdate their perfor-

mance, we expect these return differences to become larger as they get closer to time t-1.

The reasoning behind this expectation is straightforward. The t-10 index return will only
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affect the current reported calculation of the fund’s 10-year benchmark return. By contrast,

the t-1 index return will affect three current reported figure (the past 1-, 5-, and 10-year

returns). Moreover, the t-1 benchmark return will continue to affect the prospectus for nine

additional years, while the t-10 benchmark return will do so only for one year.

Columns 3-5 of Table 3 show the results of these tests. We use the return horizons funds

are required to report to determine the cut-offs of our tests. Specifically, we compare the

index returns at time t to those at time t-1, the returns from (t-5, t-2 ) to those at t-1, and

those from (t-10, t-6 ) to those from (t-5, t-1 ). Indeed, our results show that each of these

differences is negative and statistically significant at the 5% level or more. They are also

economically large; for instance, we find that the difference in returns is 0.99% lower at time

t-1 than it is at time t.

Combined, the results in this section provide further evidence that funds are changing

their benchmarks strategically and opportunistically based on the benchmark’s most recent

returns. Funds choose new benchmarks with lower returns for the period they must report

and this effect is stronger for years closer to the time the fund changes.

4.3 Style Selection

Next, we examine the investment style of the benchmarks funds add to determine whether

funds add benchmarks in styles with recent low returns. It has been documented that funds’

self-designated benchmark indices are often mismatched relative to their actual investment

styles and cast the funds’ performance in a more favorable light (Sensoy, 2009; Cremers

et al., 2020; Chen and Dai, 2020). We engage in analysis at the style level to determine

whether benchmark changes contribute to this finding.

To do so, we compute the average returns of the indices in a) the styles that funds do

not choose and b) the style that best reflects the fund’s investment strategy. We present the

results of these style selection comparisons in Table 4. The results are consistent with those

presented so far. Funds choose styles with 0.41%, 2.00%, and 4.39% lower returns over the
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prior 1-, 5-, and 10-year periods than the average returns of all the styles they do not choose.

Each of these differences is statistically significant at the 5% level or more. Funds choose

styles with lower past returns than the average of the styles they do not choose in 57—58%

of the observed benchmark additions. The probability of this pattern occurring randomly is

far below 1%.

Table 4. Style Selection

This table contains the results comparing the returns of the benchmark indices funds add to various
control groups of indices they did not choose to add after aggregating at the style level. Columns 1
- 3 compare the average returns of the style of index funds add to the average of all non-added style
indices. Columns 4 - 6 compare the average returns of the style of index funds add to the average of
the indices in the style that best matches the fund’s investment style. To better represent random
counterfactuals, index returns in the control groups are frequency-weighted. The table contains
the mean of each difference and its associated t-statistic below in parentheses. We also present
the percentage of the differences that are less than zero and the associated p-value in parentheses
below. **p < .05; ***p < .01.

Control: Average style Best-match style

1 year 5 year 10 year 1 year 5 year 10 year

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Mean -0.41∗∗ -2.00∗∗∗ -4.39∗∗∗ -1.39∗∗∗ -6.51∗∗∗ -8.83∗∗∗

t-statistic (-2.07) (-3.55) (-3.05) (-5.10) (-8.35) (-4.09)

Median -0.54 -1.87 -6.54 -1.22 -6.00 -7.18

% < 0 57.7∗∗∗ 56.8∗∗∗ 57.7∗∗∗ 59.9∗∗∗ 66.5∗∗∗ 58.6∗∗∗

p-value (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

N obs 766 766 766 454 454 454

We also specifically examine the cases in which funds choose a style that is not the best

reflection of their own investment strategy. We note that in 454 out of 766 benchmark

additions the benchmark the fund chooses is in a style that is not the most reflective of its

investment strategy. For these mismatched cases, funds choose to add styles with benchmark

returns that are 1.39%, 6.51%, and 8.83% lower than those of the best-match style over the

past 1-, 5-, and 10-year periods, respectively. Lastly, the percentage of cases in which

funds choose a style with a lower return than that of its best-match style is between 59-66%.

These results continue to support the hypothesis that funds add benchmarks with lower past
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returns, and they do so even if the new indices do not reflect the fund’s actual investment

strategy.

5 Fund Incentives

5.1 Determinants of Benchmark Changes

We begin our analysis of funds’ incentives to change their benchmarks by first examining

the determinants of these changes. Our main hypothesis is that funds change their bench-

marks to improve the appearance of their relative performance in an attempt to attract more

flows. Thus, we expect that i) funds with lower past performance, ii) funds with lower past

flows, and iii) smaller funds to be more likely to change their benchmarks.

Second, because a fund changing its benchmark only superficially changes the fund’s

relative performance, we also expect funds with less sophisticated clientele to be more likely

to engage in this behavior. Prior literature has found that broker sold funds have less

sophisticated clientele (Del Guercio, Reuter, and Tkac, 2010; Del Guercio and Reuter, 2014;

Edelen, Evans, and Kadlec, 2012; Bergstresser, Chalmers, and Tufano, 2008). We follow

Edelen et al. (2012) and construct a measure of broker sold funds. Specifically, we consider a

share class to be broker sold if it has a load charge or a 12b-1 fee. We construct a fund-level

measure, % Assets Broker Sold, by value-weighting a fund’s share classes by their assets

under management.

We estimate logistic regressions to examine the determinants of these changes. The

dependent variable in each regression is an indicator variable, Change, which is equal to 1 in

the years in which a fund changes its benchmark, and 0 otherwise. The independent variables

include the fund’s past performance in the past 1-, 3-, or 5-years, its average monthly flow

during those same horizons, % Assets Broker Sold, and fund size, expense ratio, turnover

ratio, and age. We include both strategy and year dummies and double cluster the standard

errors by fund and year. The results are presented in Table 5 .
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Table 5. Which Funds Change their Benchmarks?

This table contains the results of logistic regressions in which the dependent variable is an indi-
cator variable equal to 1 for fund-year observations in which a fund changes its benchmark and 0
otherwise. Lag return is the fund’s cumulative return for the 1-, 3-, and 5-year periods prior. Lag
avg flow is the fund’s average monthly flow for the 1-, 3-, and 5-year periods prior.% Assets broker
sold is the percentage of the fund’s assets that have a load charge or a 12b1 fee. The regressions
include both year and strategy dummies. t-statistics are shown in parentheses below the coefficients
and are computed from standard errors which are double clustered by fund and year p-value in
parentheses below. *p < .10; **p < .05; ***p < .01.

Outcome variable: fund changes benchmark in year t

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Lag return (1 year) -0.33
(-0.62)

Lag avg flow (1 year) -7.01∗∗∗

(-3.35)

Lag return (3 years) -1.00∗∗∗

(-4.43)

Lag avg flow (3 years) -7.01∗∗∗

(-2.80)

Lag return (5 years) -0.69∗∗∗ -0.33∗∗∗

(-5.25) (-2.98)

Lag avg flow (5 years) -9.16∗∗∗ -7.84∗∗

(-3.37) (-2.02)

% Assets broker sold 0.34∗∗∗

(2.69)

Expense ratio 17.22
(1.62)

Turnover ratio 0.13∗∗∗

(2.83)

Log(fund size) -0.04∗

(-1.65)

Log(fund age) -0.06
(-0.82)

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Strategy dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N obs 25,057 24,479 22,173 23,744 19,217 22,428 16,407

The results are consistent with our hypotheses. We find that past performance is neg-

atively related to the likelihood a fund changes its benchmark, particularly for the 3- and
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5-year horizons. Flows are also a key determinant of this choice. The coefficients on the flow

variables are negative and statistically significant at the 5% level or more in all specifications.

Using the coefficients in column 7 to illustrate, we find that a one standard deviation increase

in 5-year return (average monthly flows) is associated with a 17.49% (11.5%) decrease in the

probability that a fund changes its benchmark. Broker sold funds are also more likely to

change their benchmarks, consistent with the notion that funds are trying to take advantage

of naive or less sophisticated investors.

Next, we examine whether funds that change their benchmarks are also more likely to

engage in other behaviors that could mislead investors. Carhart et al. (2002) find that funds

inflate their end of period returns to make their performance look better for investors making

capital allocation decisions. Further, Kim (2020) finds that funds engage in more portfolio

pumping in the months in which their are closer to a Morningstar rating cutoff.

To test the hypothesis, we augment the regression specification of Patel and Sarkissian

(2021) to examine whether funds that change their benchmarks are also more likely to engage

in portfolio pumping. We download funds’ daily return data and create indicator variables

based on whether a given daily observation represents the first or last day of a month,

quarter, or year. We then augment the standard portfolio pumping regression by interacting

the key variables with an indicator for whether a fund has changed its benchmark.

The results can be found in Table 6. Funds that change their benchmarks do indeed

engage in higher amounts of portfolio pumping. For example, funds that change their bench-

marks report end of year period returns that are 0.7 to 1.3 basis points higher than those of

funds that do not change their benchmarks. Consistent with the notion that returns due to

portfolio pumping quickly revert, these funds’ beginning period returns display the opposite

pattern; funds that change their benchmarks have beginning period returns that are about

0.6 basis points lower than those of non-benchmark changing funds.

These patterns are consistent with the notion that funds that change their benchmarks are

also more likely to mislead investors by manipulating other salient performance measures. We
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Table 6. Benchmark Changes and Portfolio Pumping

This table presents the results of panel regressions similar to those of Patel and Sarkissian (2021).
All regressions control for a Change indicator and year fixed effects. Specifications (2) and (4)
include fund-level controls, i.e., log of fund size, log of age, expense ratio, turnover ratio, lagged
volatility and lagged alpha. In specifications (3) and (4), coefficients on the variables YEnd, QEnd,
MEnd, YBeg, QBeg, and Mbeg are omitted for brevity. t-statistics are shown in parentheses below
the coefficients and are computed from standard errors which are double clustered by fund and
year p-value in parentheses below. *p < .10; **p < .05; ***p < .01.

Ex return Ex return Ex return Ex return

(1) (2) (3) (4)

End · change 0.013∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗

(4.00) (2.15)

Beg · change -0.006∗ -0.006∗∗

(-1.88) (-2.25)

End 0.060∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗

(3.67) (3.77)

Beg -0.034∗∗ -0.033∗

(-2.24) (-2.00)

YEnd · change 0.016∗∗ 0.017∗∗

(2.01) (2.15)

QEnd · change 0.015∗ 0.009
(1.87) (1.26)

MEnd · change 0.011∗∗∗ 0.005
(3.06) (1.54)

YBeg · change -0.011 -0.003
(-0.98) (-0.29)

QBeg · change -0.017 -0.012
(-1.65) (-1.37)

MBeg · change -0.001 -0.004
(-0.49) (-1.36)

Fund-level controls No Yes No Yes
Year F.E. Yes Yes Yes Yes

N obs 8,271,174 6,390,485 8,271,174 6,390,485

note, however, that benchmark backdating is potentially more consequential than portfolio

pumping. Portfolio pumping has only a temporary effect on reported performance, lasting
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just one day. In contrast, a benchmark change will influence a funds’ relative performance

for the next ten years.

5.2 Subsequent Flows

This section will be included in the next version of the draft. In short, we find that funds

that change their prospectus benchmarks are on average successful in attracting additional

flows.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we document that mutual funds take advantage of a loophole in the SEC’s

disclosure requirements to mislead investors. Specifically, we find that mutual funds system-

atically and strategically change their self-designated benchmark indices to embellish their

relative past performance. Simply put, funds add indices with lower past returns and drop

indices with high past returns.

In short, we provide evidence that funds deliberately provide unreliable information di-

rectly to investors in their SEC mandated disclosures. Our study has implications for aca-

demics and regulators alike. For academics, our study represents another instance of strategic

behavior in response to disclosure requirements.

For regulators, although the behavior we document does not appear to be technically

illegal, it does appear to conflict with the SEC’s stated goal of providing investors with

transparency and a clear measure of the value a mutual fund creates. The SEC has pro-

posed simplifying funds’ disclosures to investors. Our study suggests that more simplified

disclosures, which would make these relative performance comparisons more salient to in-

vestors, may adversely affect these investors if employed without additional requirements for

how and when funds can change their benchmarks.
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